
GGL/GPL Conservation Roof Window

The VELUX Conservation roof window provides all the technically superior features 
of a VELUX Roof Window in a traditional black conservation style including glazing 
bar/s. The GGL centre-pivot and GPL top-hung windows are manufactured in high 
quality natural pine with a clear lacquered pine internal finish.

The Centre-pivot (GGL) is manually operated and is recommended by VELUX 
for higher reach windows. To watch an illustration of how the window operates 
click here.

The Top-hung (GPL) is manually operated and is recommended by VELUX for lower 
level installation and is ideal for shallower roof pitches. It is also suitable for escape 
purposes. To watch an illustration of how the window operates click here.

Best practice installation

Interior finish option
GGL

GPL

Features/Benefits 
Allows fresh 

 air to enter the room while the window is securely closed
Allows easy operation of window

Allows easy and 
 convenient cleaning

Allows the window to be locked in two
 positions At 180° for secure cleaning of the exterior
 pane internally At 5° to allow extra ventilation

Operation

control bar on the ventilation flap along the top of the sash. 

the bottom handle and can remain open in any position up 

Glazing options

   Also available in;
 

   toughened outer pane with Easy-to-clean 

 
   toughened outer pane.

Cladding
 

Sizes (cm)

Maintenance
 

or non-abrasive sponge. The rest of the window can be 
cleaned with ordinary household cleaners. The filter can 
be removed and either washed or replaced.

click here. 
 
Guarantee

Click here for further information regarding the VELUX
guarantee.GGL/GPL

BFX

BDX

BBX

BBX

BDX

BFX

Centre-pivot  Top-hung
Tiles 15-90°  Tiles 15-55°
Tiles (recessed) 20-90°  Tiles (recessed) 20-55°
Plain tiles  25-90° Plain tiles 25-55°
Slate (recessed) 20-90° Slate (recessed) 20-55°

please specify special springs when ordering.

 Size  Window Options  Exterior Frame  Visible Glass  Lining Rebate

  WxH exf kxl

  

 Size Window Options Exterior Frame Visible Glass Lining Rebate

  WxH exf kxl

Technical data – GGL/GPL Conservation

MK08

GPLGGL

CK04

GGL GPL

CK06

GGL GPL

UK04

GGL GPL

FK06

GGL GPL

MK06

GGL GPL

Please refer to GGL and GPL Technical data Sheets for further information.




